BitStreetTM Launches Crypto Asset Marketplace Offering More Coins Than Any
Other Exchange or Brokerage in Canada

March 21, 2018
Toronto, ON, Canada (March 21, 2018) – BitStreetTM (www.bitstreet.ca), located in the heart of
Toronto, today announces the launch of the BitStreetTM Crypto Asset Marketplace. The
company has launched the new trading platform to complement its existing concierge and
escrow services for large transactions.
BitStreetTM was built to provide users with a trustworthy and reliable trading experience offering
11 digital currencies, providing more options than any other Canadian exchange or brokerage.
The platform also allows users to convert from crypto to fiat and easily withdraw funds. In
addition, backed by a team of experienced blockchain engineers, the company plans to identify
and offer a growing list of reliable and proven digital assets.
BitStreetTM services all Canadian jurisdictions and meets current regulatory standards and
requirements. The platform now supports trading with Bitcoin, Ethereum, Litecoin, Bitcoin
Cash, Bitcoin Gold, Cardano, Ripple, NEO, Nxt, Ether Classic, and OmiseGO. The
company will also continue to offer its concierge and escrow services to investors looking for a
reliable and secure way to perform large transactions with our assistance.
“With BitStreet we wanted to provide Canadians with an easy to use platform that offered a
broader selection of coins than what is currently available through existing exchanges in
Canada. We also wanted to make it easy to get money both into and out of the digital currency
marketplace. Our team is also looking forward to launching an advanced trading platform in the
near future to complement the existing one.” says Jason Mitakidis, President & CEO of
BitStreet.
"We created BitStreet to provide a reliable and secure way to purchase digital currencies
without requiring our clients to have extensive technical expertise, and to create a convenient
one-stop-shop for Canadian crypto enthusiasts," says Ademar Gonzalez, Chief Technology

Officer of BitStreet. “Our vision is to create seamless services and infrastructure that provide our
customers with a safe and convenient way to access crypto markets."

About BitStreet
BitStreetTM is a Toronto-based crypto exchange and concierge featuring an easy to use
platform. The exchange only lists popular digital assets that are approved by our team of
cryptographers to offer our users a trusted marketplace to buy and sell crypto.
BitStreetTM firmly believes digital assets will play an important role in payments processing and
as stores of value, as well as have a multitude of other applications in many industries in the
coming years. The exchange’s long-term mission is to provide an easy-to-use marketplace that
makes digital assets more accessible for everyone.
The company’s founding team includes serial technology entrepreneurs, investors, and
cryptographers that understand the crypto industry, the value of blockchain technology, and how
to evaluate new coin offerings. If you would like to get to know us better, feel free to send us a
message at contact@bitstreet.ca.
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